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BECAUSE 
YOU NEVER 
STOP, 
WE NEVER 
STOP.
Inspired by the dedication and perseverance of the heroes around 

us, we believe it’s not what you say, but what you do, that makes a 

difference. So we follow your lead, learn from your actions, and work 

every day to protect you with the same unwavering commitment you 

show in protecting the rest of us. We innovate continuously to better 

our technologies, elevate our standards, and always look toward 

improvement, never backing down from a challenge. When we fall,  

we get up, we brush ourselves off, and like the heroes around us,  

WE KEEP GOING.
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U.S. ARMY AND ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
• Elements™ (FREE IWOL) Jacket and Pant are certified and approved by PEO Soldier for Aviators 

and Combat Vehicle Crewmen. NSNs available

• Army Combat Shirt (ACS) is certified and approved by PEO Soldier for wear in combat.  

NSNs available

• Flamestretch®, HotJohns®, and Cool Knit® products are approved per Army Regulation 95-1  

U.S. AIR FORCE AND AIR NATIONAL GUARD
• Safe-To-Fly: Massif® Fire and Ice™ Layering System - Elements™ Jacket and Pant CWAS with 

Battleshield X® fabric featuring Gore® FR stretch technology; Flamestretch®; HotJohns®; and  

Cool Knit®. NSNs available 

• Safe-To-Fly: Army Combat Shirt (ACS) for helicopter and fixed-wing (non-ejection seat) aircrew. 

NSNs available

• Approved for AF ground operators through the Airman Battle System-Ground (ABS-G) program: 

Elements™ Jacket and Pant 

• Authorized for use with FR uniforms: Flamestretch® Pullover, Pant, and Beanie; HotJohns® Crew 

and Bottom; Cool Knit® T-Shirt and Bottom; Breeze™ Boxers 

• AFSOC approved: 2-Piece Flight Suit 

• Flight use approved: Locator Intermediate Cold Weather Flight Glove

MILITARY 
APPROVALS
MASSIF® PRODUCTS ARE AUTHORIZED BY EVERY 

BRANCH OF THE U.S. MILITARY  

Additional approvals are always in the works, so please check with us for the latest information.
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U.S. MARINE CORPS AND U.S. NAVY
NAVAIR State of the Art Survival Items (SOASI) approved product list allows helicopter and fixed-wing 

(non-ejection seat) aircrew to wear the following Massif® garments: 

• 2-Piece Flight Suit - NAVAIR 

• Advanced Quarter Zip Combat Shirt 

• Type II Combat Shirt 

• NAVAIR Combat Shirt 

• Hellman Combat Pant 

• NAVAIR Elements™ Jacket and Pant 

• Elements™ Pant CWAS (for ejection seat aircrew)

• Flamestretch® Pullover, Pant, and Beanie 

• HotJohns® Crew, Pullover, and Bottom

• Cool Knit® Short Sleeve T-shirt, Crew, Bottom, and Skull Cap 

• Locator Intermediate Cold Weather Flight Glove  

U.S. COAST GUARD
• Elements™ Jacket, Pant, and Bib 

• Flamestretch® Pullover, Pant, Uni, Beanie, and Sock System 

• HotJohns® Crew, Pullover, and Bottom 

• Cool Knit® Short Sleeve T-shirt, Crew, and Bottom 

• Breeze™ Boxer Brief 

• Locator Intermediate Cold Weather Flight Glove 

FEDERAL AGENCIES
• Department of the Interior: National Business Center’s Aviation Management Directorate (AMD) 

has approved Flamestretch®, HotJohns®, and Cool Knit® products for wear under a flight suit  

or under the yellow shirt and green pants 

• WLFF PPE Garment System has approved Nitro Knit 

• CBP Air and Marine Operations (AMO) has approved Cool Knit, Advanced Quarter Zip  

Combat Shirt, Arc Pant, Hellman Combat Pant, Elements™ NAVAIR Jacket & Pant, and  

2-Piece Flight Suit-NAVAIR



NEW
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NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

THE

MASSIF® M20
HOT WEATHER UNIFORM 

Massif® is proud to commemorate its twentieth anniversary with the release 

of the most feature-rich, lightweight uniform we have ever built: The M20 Hot 

Weather Uniform. This uniform balances the requirements of complete protection 

with ultimate breathability to allow the hardest working soldiers to keep going 

in extreme heat and humidity. We used mesh-interior pockets, a revolutionary 

vertically gusseted back vent, and superior moisture-wicking fabric to create 

the most breathable uniform in this space. Single-hand operable buttons and 

pockets, fully accessible under chest plates, allow soldiers to focus on their 

operations and not get distracted by uncomfortable and unusable apparel. By 

adding arm and leg mesh gaiters, a secure and durable coil-zippered fly, and 

Cordura® NYCO fabric technology, the M20 Hot Weather Uniform will protect 

soldiers without bogging them down in the most brutal of tropical environments.

OVERALL FEATURES:

• Superior durability, wearability, and breathability with outstanding dry times

• Permethrin treated to repel insects

• Lightweight for optimal performance

THE BLOUSE:

• Mesh-lined pockets allow for drainage and fantastic dry times

• Dual-caped mesh-vented back for enhanced breathability and optimal cooling

• Cuff tabs with internal insect guard mesh

THE PANT:

• Gusseted inseam for full range of motion

• Internal mesh gaiters and elastic closure with roll tabs

• Reinforced seams for improved performance

• Built-in knee articulation

COLORS: OCP
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FEATURES:

• Mesh hand pockets double as venting

• Single-point adjustable hood 

• Stealth hem adjustment in hand pocket

• Stuff sack with clip loop

• Webbing thumb loops for ease of layering

• Lightweight, self-healing zippers on hand pockets

• Partial elastic cuffs

• Articulated elbows

• DWR

• 5.7 oz

COLORS: OCP    

NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

THE

MASSIF® CLIPPER
WINDBREAKER 

The Clipper Windbreaker is lightweight, quiet, and so comfortable it’s easy to 

forget you have it on. We designed mesh hand pockets that double as vents 

giving you more temperature control. Incorporating thumb loops and elbow 

articulation allows for a full range of motion without worrying about your sleeves 

riding up. A single-handed cinch cord at the hem and another one on the hood 

means the jacket has you covered regardless of how hard the wind is blowing. 

The fit, quality, and strength will impress you, and the Clipper allows you to stay 

comfortable and maintain focus on your tasks in the windiest environments.
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FEATURES:

• Flame resistant

• Advanced moisture-management system

• Highly breathable

• Fast dry times

• Maintains warmth when needed

• Made with spandex for increased stretch, recovery, mobility, and comfort

• Antimicrobial properties

• Durable

COLORS: TAN 499

NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

THE

MASSIF®  
INVERSION
LIGHTWEIGHT AND MIDWEIGHT BASE LAYERS 

A well-dialed kit can be worthless with a poorly developed base layer that 

holds onto moisture or creates stress on the skin. With this in mind, we built 

the Inversion Lightweight and Midweight Base Layers with superior moisture 

management and next to skin comfort. Our proprietary synthetic fabric excels 

at stretch and recovery, which an active soldier expects and needs from a base 

layer, wash after wash.
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

THE

MASSIF® 2-PIECE 
FLIGHT SUIT
Approved by AFSOC and NAVAIR. Our revolutionary patented connection system  

joins the jacket and pant. (U.S. Patent 9,015,864)

JACKET:

• Flame resistant

• Two upper arm pockets

• Two chest pockets

• Hook and loop cuff closures

• 3-Point attachment system

• Upper shoulder pen pocket

• Mesh-lined pockets for enhanced heat-stress mitigation

• Modern athletic fit

TM

PANT:

• Flame resistant

• Massif® Dual-Entry™ secure cargo pockets

• Articulated knees

• Secure calf pockets

• 3-Point attachment system

• Donning and doffing zippers

• Custom knife pocket

• Mesh-lined pockets for enhanced heat-stress mitigation

COLORS: OCP, SAGE GREEN, TAN
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

THE

MASSIF® 
ELEMENTS™

JACKET AND 
PANT - CWAS
WITH BATTLESHIELD X® FABRIC

Approved by AFSOC, NAVAIR, and Safe-To-Fly.

OVERALL FEATURES:

• Full flame-resistant construction with proprietary 4-way stretch Massif® fabrics

• Easy access to hose port systems

• Highly water-resistant, windproof, breathable membrane

• Superior durability

• Low-profile ergonomic fit

THE JACKET:

• Adjustable cuffs for custom fit

• Easy access shoulder pockets

THE PANT:

• Lower leg cargo pockets

• Knife pocket and map tabs attachment system

COLORS: OCP, SAGE GREEN
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WOMEN’S
FIT 2020
BEING A WOMAN-OWNED BUSINESS, WE ARE 

PARTICULARLY PROUD TO DESIGN AND DEVELOP 

GARMENTS FOR WOMEN WHO SERVE. 

We have tailored garments for a woman’s fit along with the performance 

attributes explicit to those needs. The days of having to wear men’s uniforms  

are over. We made key adjustments throughout, including select placement  

of garment features to maximize functionality as well as appropriate chest  

and waist form. You’ll love being able to wear garments that are made with  

a woman in mind.

MASSIF® GEAR AVAILABLE IN WOMEN’S FIT:

• 2-Piece Flight Suits

• Advanced Quarter Zip Combat Shirt

• Army Combat Shirt - Alternate Fit

• Army Combat Shirt Type II - Alternate Fit

• Cool Knit® Lightweight Base Layer

• HotJohns® Midweight Base Layer

• Flamestretch® Heavyweight Layer

20
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PARTNERS IN SAFETY INNOVATION

TM

We build a majority of our garments from the fiber to a finished product.  

Under certain circumstances, we are pleased to incorporate specific technologies 

from other sterling brands. Since our gear saves lives, we take deliberate care in 

curating the best brands with the highest reputations to build the best apparel. We 

have researched the toughest, most efficient, most breathable and safest products 

to integrate with our fabrics and designs. Our final product benefits significantly from 

the quality of its components. The contributions of our partners range from lab-built 

synthetics embedded with thermoregulating particles to natural wool. The technology 

keeps you warmer, drier, safer and allows you to move more efficiently while you work 

in the world’s most challenging environments. FR is our specialty; protection is our 

priority. 



In the air, on land, and at 
sea — Sigma® protects 
the defenders of freedom. 
Sigma patented FR fabrics 
represent the best in military 
grade fabric technology from 
Safety Components, one of 
the largest and most diverse 
apparel fabric producers 
in the world. Sigma is a 
revolutionary four fiber blend  
that offers the highest thermal 
protection properties while 
providing enhanced comfort 
and durability. Sigma protective 
fabrics are the ultimate solution 
for your tour of duty.

When PERFORMANCE,  
PROTECTION and

COMFORT are 
critical to your mission.
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MASSIF® 
LAYERING
SYSTEM
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EVERY LAYER
HAS A PURPOSE.
UNDERWEAR (page 27) 

Our underwear is streamlined with an athletic fit that is both comfortable and supportive. Made with soft, four-way stretch 

and ultra-breathable fabrics that are also compressible.

LIGHTWEIGHT BASE LAYER (page 27) 

With advanced moisture management capabilities and softness, our garments offer stretch, comfort, breathability 

and insulation in form-fitting modern designs. The next-to-skin layer retains shape over time with aggressive wicking 

characteristics and is highly compressible. We use flat seam construction for comfortable layering.

MIDWEIGHT BASE LAYER (page 30)

For insulation and moisture management in cold climates. Our midweight is stretchy, comfortable and easily layers over 

lightweight layers and under outer layers. They can also be used as a stand-alone garment. They have outstanding 

wicking properties with breathability while keeping you warm and dry when sweating. We use flat seam construction for 

comfortable layering.

HEAVYWEIGHT BASE LAYER (page 32)

Our warmest layering option is designed as an insulating layer worn over our lightweight layers, midweight layers, or 

both. The fabric is stretchy and breathable, but traps heat to keep a person warm and comfortable. We use flat seam 

construction for comfortable layering.

WINDBREAKER (page 33)  

Our windbreaker is designed to resist wind and light rain. It is lightweight and constructed of a durable material, includes a 

hood, and easily folds inside its own pocket making it easy to stow.

INSULATIVE LAYER (page 33)

Our insulation layers allow you to adjust to different outside temperatures and activity levels to maintain a comfortable  

core body temperature. These highly versatile garments can be worn on either active or static missions.

SOFTSHELL (page 34)

Massif® softshells offer exceptional breathability, durability, and a fantastic warmth-to-weight ratio. They are designed for 

a person wanting warmth and protection in a performance form. They are highly water resistant and versatile outer layers 

that fit easily over base layers and uniforms but won’t bunch under hardshells, packs, or body armor.

FR NON
FRFLAME RESISTANT NON FLAME RESISTANT NO MELT NO DRIP NMND



LIGHTWEIGHT - LAYERING SYSTEM

FRFR FR

BREEZE™ BOXER BRIEF

Colors: TAN 
#MUND00001

NITRO KNIT BOXER BRIEF 

Colors: BLACK, TAN
#MUND00002

BOXER BRIEFS
Why put on just any underwear when you 

can wear the world’s most comfortable 

boxer briefs? Our Breeze™ and Nitro Knit 

briefs have a streamlined, athletic fit that 

is both comfortable and supportive. We’ve 

extensively tested our boxers to prove they 

won’t bunch, ride up, or chafe – whether 

you’re sitting in a cockpit or on the move.

COOL KNIT® LIGHTWEIGHT BASE LAYER
The perfect base layer, Cool Knit aggressively wicks sweat away from your skin, keeping you cool and preventing saturation. The 

lightweight four-way stretch fabric retains its shape over time, and is highly compressible for easy stuffing when you’re living out  

of a pack. Constructed with DuPont™ Nomex® brand fiber — the first flame-resistant fiber selected for use in military uniforms. 

FR NMND

COOL KNIT® CREW 

Colors: BLACK, COYOTE TAN 
Men’s Fit: #MSRT00010 
Women’s Fit: #MSRT00056 

COOL KNIT® T-SHIRT 

Colors: BLACK, COYOTE TAN 
Men’s Fit: #MSRT00009 
Women’s Fit: #MSRT00055 

COOL KNIT® BOTTOM 

Colors: BLACK, COYOTE TAN 
Men’s Fit: #MPNT00009 
Women’s Fit: #MPNT00072 

• 4-way stretch        • Excellent moisture management       • Lightweight       • Highly compressible 

• 4-way stretch        • Excellent moisture management       • Lightweight       

• Highly compressible        • Flat seam construction
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• 4-way stretch       • Excellent moisture management      • Lightweight      • Highly compressible 

PCU LEVEL 1  
CREW 

Colors: ARMY BROWN 
#MSRT00024

• Polartec® Power Dry®       • Moisture wicking       • Breathable

• Lightweight       • Quick drying

PCU LEVEL 1  
PANT  

Colors: ARMY BROWN 
#MPNT00029

PROTECTIVE COMBAT 
UNIFORM (PCU) LEVEL 1  
LIGHTWEIGHT BASE LAYER
Protective Combat Uniform (PCU) Level 1  

is the moisture-wicking, next-to-skin layer in 

the complete PCU survival system. Developed 

for USSOCOM.

NITRO KNIT CREW

Colors: BLACK, TAN 
#MSRT00046

NITRO KNIT T-SHIRT

Colors: BLACK, TAN 
#MSRT00045

NON
FR

NON
FR

NMND NMND
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LAYERING SYSTEM - LIGHTWEIGHT

NITRO KNIT LIGHTWEIGHT 
BASE LAYER
The Nitro Knit base layers with 37.5® 

Technology offer no-melt, no-drip protection 

for day-to-day activity. Extremely lightweight 

and breathable fabric works with body heat 

to dissipate moisture keeping you dry and 

comfortable. These next-to-skin base layers 

have a performance fit and multi-dimensional 

stretch for ease of movement and layering.



• Advanced moisture management system       • Highly breathable       • Fast dry times       • Antimicrobial properties

INVERSION T-SHIRT 
LIGHTWEIGHT

Colors: TAN 499
#MSRT00082

INVERSION CREW 
LIGHTWEIGHT

Colors: TAN 499
#MSRT00083

INVERSION BOTTOM 
LIGHTWEIGHT

Colors: TAN 499
#MPNT00103

FR FR FR
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LIGHTWEIGHT - LAYERING SYSTEM

INVERSION LIGHTWEIGHT BASE LAYER
A well-dialed kit can be worthless with a poorly developed base layer that holds onto moisture or creates stress on the skin. With this in mind, we built the 

Inversion Lightweight and Midweight Base Layers with superior moisture management and next to skin comfort. Our proprietary synthetic fabric excels at stretch 

and recovery, which an active soldier expects and needs from a base layer, wash after wash.



FRFRFR

LAYERING SYSTEM - MIDWEIGHT

HOTJOHNS® MIDWEIGHT BASE LAYER
A versatile base layer collection that can be worn next to skin or over a Massif® Cool Knit® Lightweight layer. HotJohns® fabric has 4-way 

stretch, is highly breathable, and wicks moisture away from the skin to keep you warm and dry even when you’re working up a sweat.

PROTECTIVE COMBAT 
UNIFORM (PCU) LEVEL 2 

MIDWEIGHT BASE LAYER
An advanced, comfortable and durable 

system for missions that don’t require FR. 

Level 2 is the warm second layer in the 

complete PCU survival system. Developed 

for Special Operators who need to perform 

in the most extreme conditions.

NON
FR

NON
FR

• 4-way stretch        • Excellent moisture management       • Highly breathable
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HOTJOHNS® CREW 

Colors: BLACK, COYOTE TAN 
Men’s Fit: #MSRT00003 
Women’s Fit: #MSRT00057

HOTJOHNS® PULLOVER 

Colors: BLACK, COYOTE TAN 
Men’s Fit: #MSRT00063 
Women’s Fit: #MSRT00073

HOTJOHNS® BOTTOM 

Colors: BLACK, COYOTE TAN 
Men’s Fit: #MPNT00005 
Women’s Fit: #MPNT00073

PCU LEVEL 2  
PULLOVER 

Colors: ARMY BROWN 
#MSRT00025

PCU LEVEL 2  
PANT 

Colors: ARMY BROWN 
#MPNT00030

• Ergonomically shaped       • Smart seam integration eliminates pressure points       

• Excellent moisture management, wicks sweat and dries quickly



FR FRINVERSION MIDWEIGHT 
BASE LAYER
Inversion base layers are engineered 

with an advanced tri-blend yarn system 

that provides unparalleled performance 

across multiple environments. The superior 

moisture management system wicks 

moisture away from the body, is highly 

breathable, and scientifically engineered for 

fast dry times. Inversion base layers provide 

outstanding range of motion, comfort, and 

wash durability. 

• Advanced moisture management system       • Highly breathable       • Fast dry times

• Antimicrobial properties
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MIDWEIGHT - LAYERING SYSTEM

INVERSION CREW 
MIDWEIGHT 

Colors: TAN 499 
#MSRT00084

INVERSION BOTTOM 
MIDWEIGHT 

Colors: TAN 499 
#MPNT00104



FLAMESTRETCH® PULLOVER

Colors: BLACK, COYOTE TAN 
Men’s Fit: #MSRT00005 
Women’s Fit: #MSRT00058

• 4-way stretch
• 1/4 zip neck
• Internal chest pocket
• Excellent moisture management
• High warmth-to-weight ratio
• Breathable
• Ultra-soft interior

FLAMESTRETCH® PANT

Colors: BLACK, COYOTE TAN 
Men’s Fit: #MPNT00004 
Women’s Fit: #MPNT00074

• 4-way stretch
• Excellent moisture management
• High warmth-to-weight ratio
• Breathable
• Ultra-soft interior

FR

FR FR

FLAMESTRETCH® UNI

Colors: BLACK 
#MOPC00001

Designed for cold-water rescue divers, the Flamestretch FR Uni offers 
ultra-soft, full-body warmth and critical FR protection.

• 4-way stretch
• High warmth-to-weight ratio 
• Breathable
• Ultra-soft interior
• Excellent moisture management 
• Thumb loops for easy donning with a dry suit,  

coverall or Elements™ jacket
• Two-way center-front zipper

FLAMESTRETCH® HEAVYWEIGHT BASE LAYER
This is our warmest base layer collection designed to be an insulating layer worn over Coolknit® and/or HotJohns® garments. The 

Flamestretch® 4-way stretch fabric is highly breathable while trapping heat to keep you warm and comfortable. When operating in 

cold conditions, these ultra-soft and incredibly comfortable garments are the ideal choice.

LAYERING SYSTEM - HEAVYWEIGHT
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INSULATIVE LAYER
Our insulation layers allow you to adjust to different outside temperatures and activity levels to 

maintain a comfortable core body temperature. These highly versatile garments can be worn 

on either active or static missions.

PCU LEVEL 7 PANT 

Colors: OCP, ALPHA GREEN 
#MPNT00027

• Elastic waist
• Internal suspender tab
• Fly zip
• Full length two way side zips
• Reinforced knees

WINDBREAKER/INSULATIVE - LAYERING SYSTEM

WINDBREAKER
Our windbreaker is a light jacket designed to 

add a layer of protection resisting wind and 

light rain. 

CLIPPER WINDBREAKER 

Colors: OCP  
#MJKT00075

• Mesh hand pockets double as venting 
• Single-point adjustable hood 
• Stealth hem adjustment in hand pocket 
• Stuff sack with clip loop 
• Webbing thumb loops for ease of layering 
• Lightweight, self-healing zippers on  

hand pockets 
• Partial elastic cuffs 
• Articulated elbows 
• DWR 

NON
FR

PCU LEVEL 7 JACKET

Colors: OCP, ALPHA GREEN 
#MJKT00017

• Helmet-compatible hood
• Hood and neck draw cords
• Zippered chest pocket
• Zippered hand pockets
• Two internal mesh dump pockets
• Hem draw cord

NON
FR

NON
FR
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ELEMENTS™ SOFTSHELL
Our Elements™ softshell lineup offers world-class performance using Massif® Battleshield X® FR fabric, a flame resistant nylon-faced laminate featuring Gore® FR 

stretch technology. The system offers exceptional breathability, durability, and fantastic warmth-to-weight ratio prioritizing fit and functionality for a garment that 

performs when you do. 

LAYERING SYSTEM - SOFTSHELLS

ELEMENTS™ JACKET CWAS 
WITH BATTLESHIELD X® FABRIC 

Colors: OCP, SAGE GREEN 
#MJKT00059

ELEMENTS™ PANT CWAS 
WITH BATTLESHIELD X® FABRIC 

Colors: OCP, SAGE GREEN 
#MPNT00078

  

ELEMENTS™ JACKET IWOL 
WITH BATTLESHIELD X® FABRIC 

Colors: OCP 
#MJKT00065

ELEMENTS™ PANT IWOL 
WITH BATTLESHIELD X® FABRIC 

Colors: OCP 
#MPNT00083

  

  

ELEMENTS™ JACKET NAVAIR  
WITH BATTLESHIELD X® FABRIC 

Colors: SAGE GREEN, COYOTE TAN 
#MJKT00005

ELEMENTS™ PANT NAVAIR 
WITH BATTLESHIELD X® FABRIC  

Colors: SAGE GREEN, COYOTE TAN 
#MPNT00001

  

FR

FR

FR

FR

FR

FR

• Flame resistant       • Superior durability       • Highly water resistant       • Windproof breathable membrane       • 4-way stretch

• Flame resistant       • Superior durability       • Highly water resistant       • Windproof breathable membrane       • 4-way stretch
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 SOFTSHELLS - LAYERING SYSTEM

ELEMENTS™ JACKET 
TACTICAL

Colors: BLACK 
#MJKT00005

ALTITUDE™  
PANT 

Colors: OCP   
#MPNT00082

• Revolutionary Massif® SABA® fabric
• Rigger belt compatible
• Flapped back pockets
• Zippered hand pockets
• Low profile cargo pockets
• Gusseted crotch

  

FR

ELEMENTS™ PANT  
TACTICAL

Colors: BLACK 
#MPNT00001

FR

ALTITUDE™  
JACKET 

Colors: OCP     
#MJKT00066

• Revolutionary Massif® SABA® fabric
• High collar with chin guard
• Two zippered upper arm pockets
• Low profile hand pockets
• Trim elastic cuff

  

FR

ELEMENTS™  
BIB 

Colors: BLACK 
#MOPC00002

FR

FR

• 4-way stretch        • Windproof, waterproof, breathable membrane       • Abrasion-resistant exterior for durability    

ALTITUDE™ JACKET AND 
PANT SOFTSHELL
Highly breathable. Lightweight.  

Flame resistant. 
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MASSIF® 
FLIGHT
SUITS
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2-PIECE FLIGHT SUIT
Approved by AFSOC and NAVAIR.

FLIGHT SUITS

2-PIECE FLIGHT SUIT JACKET 
— MILITARY 

Colors: OCP     
Men’s Fit: #MJKT00076 
Women’s Fit: #MJKT00074

        

2-PIECE FLIGHT SUIT PANT 

Colors: OCP   
Men’s Fit: #MPNT00069 
Women’s Fit: #MPNT00084

        

2-PIECE FLIGHT SUIT JACKET 
— NAVAIR 

Colors: SAGE GREEN 
Men’s Fit: #MJKT00062 
Women’s Fit: #MJKT00064

        

2-PIECE FLIGHT SUIT JACKET 
— NAVAIR 

Colors: TAN 
Men’s Fit: #MJKT00062 
Women’s Fit: #MJKT00064

        

2-PIECE FLIGHT SUIT PANT 

Colors: SAGE GREEN 
Men’s Fit: #MPNT00069 
Women’s Fit: #MPNT00084

        

2-PIECE FLIGHT SUIT PANT  

Colors: TAN 
Men’s Fit: #MPNT00069 
Women’s Fit: #MPNT00084

        

FR FR

FR FR

FR

FR

• Two upper arm pockets and two chest pockets       • Hook and loop cuff closures       • 3-point patented attachment system       

• Upper shoulder pen pocket       • Mesh-lined pockets for enhanced heat-stress mitigation       • Modern athletic fit       

• End-user specific patch loop configurations

TM

• Massif® Dual-Entry™ secure cargo pockets       • Articulated knees       • Secure calf pockets       • Donning and doffing zippers       

• 3-point patented attachment system       • Custom knife pocket       • Mesh-lined pockets for enhanced heat-stress mitigation

TM
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MASSIF® 
COMBAT
UNIFORMS
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MASSIF® UNIFORMS
Massif® uniforms are extremely durable with full functionality. They include strategic seam and pocket placement, breathability, and fast dry times. All offering 

maximum mobility, performance, superior utility, and comfort.

UNIFORMS

MASSIF® FIELD SHIRT

Colors: OCP    
#MSRT00072

• Dual-entry zippered chest pockets with mesh lining
• Forearm pen pocket
• Zippered shoulder pockets
• Concealed zippered front opening
• Hook and loop cuff placket and wrist adjustment
• Concealed mesh back panel for ventilation

TM

M20 HOT WEATHER UNIFORM BLOUSE

Colors: OCP 
#MSRT00081

• Cordura® NYCO Fabric Technology 
• Quick drying
• Highly breathable
• Mesh-lined pockets allow for drainage and fantastic dry times
• Dual-caped mesh-vented back for enhanced breathability 

and optimal cooling
• Cuff tabs with internal insect guard mesh

MASSIF® FIELD PANT 

Colors: OCP     
#MPNT00085

• Rigger belt compatible
• Zippered back pockets
• Mesh lined hand pockets
• Dual-entry zippered cargo pockets with mesh lining
• Thigh cargo and calf pocket

TM

M20 HOT WEATHER UNIFORM PANT  

Colors: OCP 
#MPNT00091

• Cordura® NYCO Fabric Technology 
• Quick drying
• Highly breathable 
• Gusseted inseam for full range of motion
• Internal mesh gaiters and elastic closure with roll tabs
• Reinforced seams for improved performance
• Built-in knee articulation

FR

FR

NON
FR

NON
FR
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COMBAT SHIRTS AND PANTS
Massif® specializes in advanced FR technology for your most challenging missions. This is a key reason we have fielded millions of combat shirts. Every time we 

design a new piece of apparel, we have you and your purpose in mind. Our goal is to make sure you are protected and comfortable with the most innovative, 

performance-based combat apparel on the market so you can face every challenge with confidence.

COMBAT SHIRTS AND PANTS

ADVANCED QUARTER ZIP 
COMBAT SHIRT 

Colors: OCP, SAGE GREEN, BLACK,  
TAN, OD GREEN 
Men’s Fit: #MCMS00032 
Women’s Fit: #MCMS00038

• High collar
• Two zippered upper arm pockets
• Internal elbow pad pockets
• External elbow abrasion resistant 

SuperFabric® brand material
• Left forearm dual pen pocket
• Adjustable wrist cuff

FR

ARMY COMBAT 
SHIRT

Colors: OCP  
Men’s Fit: #MCMS00001 
Alternate Fit: #MCMS00029

• Low-profile, zippered shoulder pockets
• Lightweight elbow pads with abrasion-

resistant SuperFabric® brand material
• Pen pocket on left forearm
• Adjustable wrist cuffs

FR FR

ARMY COMBAT 
SHIRT TYPE II  

Colors: OCP 
Men’s Fit: #MCMS00030 
Alternate Fit: #MCMS00031

• 1/4 zip neck
• Lightweight elbow pads with abrasion-

resistant SuperFabric® brand material
• Pen pocket
• Shoulder pocket
• Adjustable wrist cuffs

NAVAIR  
COMBAT SHIRT 

Colors: NAVAIR TAN, SAGE GREEN 
#MCMS00017

• Flat seam construction
• Low-profile, zippered upper arm pockets
• Two upper arm dual-flapped pen/light 

pockets
• Lightweight elbow pads with abrasion-

resistant SuperFabric® brand material
• Adjustable wrist cuffs

RAINIER WINTER 
COMBAT SHIRT 

Colors: OCP 
#MCMS00035

• Massif® Battleshield fabric 
• Massif® SABA® fabric
• Flat-seam construction 
• High warmth-to-weight ratio
• 1/4 zip neck
• Elbow pad pockets
• Low-profile upper arm pockets
• Adjustable wrist cuffs

CALDERA™  
WIND SHIRT 

Colors: OCP 
#MCMS00034

• Massif® Battleskin® fabric
• Massif® SABA® fabric 
• 1/4 zip neck
• High collar with a chin guard for protection 

and comfort
• No-seam shoulders provide additional 

comfort when wearing armor
• Elbow pad pockets
• Adjustable wrist cuffs

FR FR FR
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COMBAT SHIRTS AND PANTS

HELLMAN COMBAT PANT 

Colors: SAGE GREEN, TAN, OCP 
#MPNT00053

• Massif® Dual-Entry™ cargo pockets
• Two small utility pockets
• Performance gusset
• Secure back pockets
• Includes Crye Airflex™ knee pads
• Horizontal knee pad adjustment
• Calf pockets
• Hook and loop cinch at pant cuffs

TM

ARC™ PANT 

Colors: TAN 
#MPNT00057

• 7-pocket design provides ample secure storage volume
• Zippered cargo pocket
• Cell phone pocket
• Secure back pockets
• Performance designed gusset
• Shaped waist for improved fit and mobility
• Knee articulation

FR FR
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ACCESSORIES

COOL KNIT® SKULLCAP

Colors: COYOTE TAN 
 
#MHDW00008

• Fits comfortably under helmet
• Soft next-to-skin
• Highly compressible
• Lightweight performance fit  

maximizes comfort
• NAVAIR approved
• Breathable
• Excellent moisture management

  

FLAMESTRETCH® BEANIE 

Colors: BLACK/GREY, COYOTE TAN,  
BLACK/BLACK     
#MHDW00001

• Excellent moisture management
• High warmth-to-weight ratio
• Breathable
• Ultra-soft interior
• Flat seam construction for  

under-helmet comfort

  

HOTJOHNS® BALACLAVA  

Colors: COYOTE TAN, BLACK 
 
#MHDW00015

• Excellent moisture management
• Lightweight performance-fit  

maximizes comfort
• Highly compressible 
• Soft next-to-skin
• Neck gaiter, face mask, and full hood 

configurations

  

LOCATOR INTERMEDIATE  
COLD WEATHER FLIGHT GLOVE 

Colors: OCP, SAGE GREEN  
#MGLV00012

• Superior durability
• Outstanding water resistance
• Highly breathable
• Extremely wind resistant
• Low-profile tactile fit
• Touch screen compatible 

  

FLAMESTRETCH®  
SOCK SYSTEM 

Colors: BLACK   
#MSOX00001

• 2-Piece layering system with the Massif® 
Flamestretch® oversock 

• High warmth-to-weight ratio
• Warm when wet
• Excellent moisture management
• Authorized by the U.S. Coast Guard
• Highly compressible

   

FR
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MASSIF® 
ACCESSORIES
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KEEP
GOING



100% MADE 
IN THE USA

BERRY 
AMENDMENT 
COMPLIANT

Distributed By:

2250 Cabot Blvd West
Suite 255
Langhorne, PA 19047 USA

Please Contact Us for More Information

www.lifesupportintl.com

Sales@lifesupportintl.com
T: 215-785-2870
F: 215-785-2880




